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Welcome to the 2011 Taiwanese American Cultural Festival!
Since 1999, when former President Bill Clinton designated a week of honoring Taiwanese American
culture throughout the United States, the Taiwanese American community commemorated the second
week of May as Taiwanese American Heritage week.
In the late 1950s', College graduates in Taiwan begin to seek advanced studies abroad, under strict
control of martial law. Today, half a century later, there are estimated half to one million Taiwanese
Americans or permanent residents in this country.
Many of those students stayed to pursue American dreams and many returned to Taiwan to pursue
their dreams there. Both excelled. Here in the United States, we have one Nobel Laureate in
Chemistry, entrepreneurs who founded successful enterprises such as Yahoo, Garmin, YouTube, and
many others. Many Taiwanese Americans are engineers, businesspersons, physicians, professionals,
movie directors, professors, chancellors, etc. And of course politicians.
We are also involved in community activities and charitable works. Taiwanese Americans have
contributed throughout the University of California System to establish Endowed Chairs and
Chancellor's Scholarship. Those campuses include San Francisco, San Diego, Santa Barbara, Irvine, and
Davis. Most importantly we are all hard working loyal citizens. We are like an ingredient in American
Salads with Taiwanese character.
Those who returned to Taiwan, joining-hard working people there, created an economic miracle and a
democracy. Many Taiwanese companies are world-class and suppliers of critical components of
electronic products. Any major interruption, such as natural disaster or even war, could have serious
consequences to the global economy.
However, Taiwan's democracy is more fragile than ever. We are concerned with abuses of judicial
system and human rights. This has been pointed out by many international scholars and organizations.
Taiwan itself is a land of immigrants. Its culture has been strongly influenced by the Dutch, the Spanish,
the Japanese, the Chinese, and, of course, the United States. With this festival, we hope to introduce to
you Taiwan's history and culture. Please enjoy the multi-faceted displays, performances, and food.
Hwalin Lee, President
Taiwanese American Federation of Northern California
Chris Chang, President
Taiwanese American Professionals of San Francisco Bay Area
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Time

Performer / Group Name

10:30 AM

Johnny Hi-Fi, Rock band

11:00 AM

Fremont Taiwan School, Folk song and dance show

11:15 AM

Taiwan Three Princes Rock, Contemporary show / San Francisco Ma-Tzu Temple

11:30 AM

Lion Dance

12:00 PM

Opening Ceremony

12:30 PM

Keelung Chung Cheng Junior Middle School Folk Sports Troupe

1:15 PM

Taiwan Three Princes Rock, Contemporary show

1:30 PM

Cynthia Lin, Singer/songwriter

2:00 PM

ZiRu Productions, Modern dance

2:30 PM

Fremont Taiwan School, Folk song and dance show

3:10 PM

Diana Li, Singer/songwriter

3:40 PM

The Ritards, Acapella

4:10 PM

YTB (音濤榜), Taiwanese singing

4:40 PM

Keelung Chung Cheng Junior Middle School Folk Sports Troupe

Emcees: Shawna Yang Ryan, Brian Chen, Kai Chang, and Mimi Wang
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Geography: Taiwan is an island nation situated in the
western Pacific Ocean with Japan to the north, Philippines to
the south, and separated from southern China by the Taiwan
Strait.
History: Research suggests that Taiwan was inhabited around
30,000 B.C. About 4,000 years ago, Malay-Polynesian tribes,
genetically maybe distinct from the first inhabitants, were the
earliest aborigines in Taiwan. In 1544, Portuguese sailors
passing Taiwan called the island Ilha Formosa – the beautiful
island. Between the 16th and the 17th centuries, Hakka and
Hoklo speaking people from the coastal Chinese provinces of
Kwantung and Fukien began to arrive. During this period of
time, Hakka and Hoklo settlers intermarried with the native
aborigines due to the ban of woman emigrants by Ching
Empire. Today, the Hoklo speakers account for about 62% of
the population on the island. Descendants of the Hakka
settlers account for another 20%. About 3% are indigenous people from one of the twelve tribes. The
remaining 15% of the population immigrated to Taiwan in 1949 after the Kuomintang's (KMT, also
known as the Chinese Nationalist Party) defeat in China. All together, it has an estimated population of
over 23 million people.
Beginning in the early 1600’s until 1945, Taiwan was ruled by the Dutch, Spain, Koxinga, Manchu Ching,
and Japan. Under each colonial rule, Taiwanese suffered various degrees of repression and massacres.
However, the most notable tragic 228 Massacre occurred on February 28, 1947 and subsequent
months during which as many as 20,000 Taiwanese intellects and leaders were killed by the KMT
troops ordered by Chiang Kai-Shek. In 1949, the KMT government under Chiang’s rule lost the civil
war to the Chinese Communist and fled to Taiwan. Martial Law was imposed with white terror on the
island for 38 years until it was lifted in 1987.
San Francisco is an important landmark in Taiwan history when Japan, after World War II, renounced
its claim to Taiwan in 1951 with the signing of the San Francisco Peace Treaty at the Opera House. The
treaty read “Japan renounces all right, title and claim to Formosa.” But a beneficiary of the island was
never named. The treaty is the legal basis for Taiwan’s self-determination. In 1971, Chinese Nationalist
Republic of China was expelled out of the United Nations.
Continued on next page...
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In 1979, the Carter Administration established formal diplomatic relations with China; the United
States Congress promptly passed the “Taiwan Relations Act.” The Taiwan Relations Act is a domestic
law and it has been the cornerstone of the U.S.-Taiwan relationship and is instrumental in maintaining
stability and security in the Taiwan Strait.
In 1986, Taiwan political dissidents defied Martial Law and formed the Democratic Progressive Party
(DPP). The first direct presidential election was held in 1996 when Lee Teng-hui was elected. In 2000,
Chen Shui-bian from the DPP was elected the first president from the opposition party in Taiwan’s
history, and he was re-elected in 2004. During his 8-year presidency, Taiwan became a full-fledged
democracy. Since Ma Ying-jeou was elected president and KMT regained control of Taiwan in 2008,
democracy and human rights in Taiwan have eroded significantly and Taiwan’s sovereignty is in
jeopardy.
Taiwan is an independent country with significant contributions to the international communities.
However, it is struggling, due to constant threat and isolation by the People’s Republic of China, to be
recognized by the international communities and yet to become a member of the United Nations, the
World Health Organization, and other international organizations.

The Bay Area houses many Taiwanese American organizations! Find out more by checking
out the websites and coming to events.


Taiwanese American Federation of Northern California (TAFNC): www.tafnc.org


East Bay Taiwanese Association (EBTA): www.ebtacsc.org



South East Bay Taiwanese Association (SEBTA)



Mid-Peninsula Taiwanese Association (MPTA)



San Francisco Taiwanese Association (SFTA)



Taiwanese Alliance for Interculture (TAI)



North America Taiwanese Women’s Association, N. Cal. Chapter (NATWA, N. Cal): www.natwa.com



Senior Taiwanese Association of Northern California (STANC)



Silicon Valley Taiwanese American Association (SVTAA): www.svtaa.org



Taiwanese American Professionals - San Francisco (TAP-SF): www.tap-sf.org



Taiwanese American Center (TAC): www.taiwanacenter.org



Formosan Association for Public Affairs (FAPA): www.fapa.org



Formosan Association for Public Affairs - YPG (FAPA-YPG): www.fapaypg.org



Taiwanese American Citizens League - Leading Youth Forward (TACL-LYF): lyf.tacl.org



North America Taiwanese Engineering & Science Association (NATEA): www.natea.org
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Art in Taiwan is diverse and rich as a result of its indigenous roots and later adaptation to
contemporary trends. Throughout its evolution, Taiwanese art has retained a unique style that has
allowed it to earn recognition on the global scale in both the visual and performing arts.
In the beginning, indigenous tribes such as the Amis, Bunun, and Paiwan often engaged in woodcarving,
weaving, basketry and ceremonial dance and songs. As a result, aboriginal arts are a key part of the
Taiwanese culture. Distinctive elements of aboriginal arts are vibrant colors used in visual arts, simple
and harmonious stomping movements in their dance, and their wide and dynamic vocal range.
The most prominent forms of visual art that Taiwan is known for today are
calligraphy and ceramics. Taiwanese calligraphy has many forms as a result
of the colonization of Taiwan by other countries. Some of the styles of
calligraphy are reflected in the image to the left. The characters may be
neatly written or appear more sketch-like. A style can sometimes be
chosen to emphasize the meaning behind the characters. Calligraphy is said
to bring peace of mind and inner tranquility and promote the ability to
observe and make judgments.
Taiwan’s ceramic industry began in the late 1940s, but it wasn’t until the
late 1960s that Taiwanese ceramists received recognition. In 1968, the
National Museum of History held Taiwan’s first major solo ceramics
show. Now the Yingge Ceramics Museum has become the center of
ceramics for Taiwan and caters to many tourists visiting the island.
The most well-known forms of performing arts in Taiwan include opera
and puppetry. Taiwanese opera originated from the folks songs of Ilan
County. It is distinguished by colorful make-up and costumes, stage props
and stylized gestures to portray a folk story that often summarized a
moral or ethical value or theme. Taiwanese puppetry is mostly comprised
of glove puppetry. The puppets are crafted with carved wooden heads,
elaborate attire, and other trimmings that make them works of art by
themselves. Their faces have no facial expression, so the liveliness of the puppets depends entirely on
the puppetry skills of the puppeteer. The carvings and paintings of the puppet stage also further
enhance the show.
Continued on next page...
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On the contemporary side, Taiwanese film, music and dance have made great
strides. In film, the New Wave movement, triggered by “In Our Time” which
was directed by Edward Yang, Te-Chen Tao, I-Chen Ko, and Yi Chang, began
a trend of films reflecting realistic portrayals of Taiwanese life. This was a
sharp contrast from films prior that has standard plots progressing to a
climax. In the last century, the Second Wave has been littered with famous
films such as “Eat Drink Man Woman” and “Crouching Tiger Hidden
Dragon” (directed by Academy Award winner, Ang Lee) and “Cape No.
7” (winner of 15 awards to date including “The Outstanding Taiwanese Film
of the Year” in the 2008 Golden Horse Awards).
Music in Taiwan has relished in three main areas: aboriginal, Mandarin pop, and Hakka/Mingnan-dialect
music. Hakka music is often mountain song while Mingnan music is often expressed as folk music,
although many new artists are modernizing it to become mainstream. Recent popular Taiwanese
singers and groups include Chang Huei-Mei, Jay Chou and Mayday.
Taiwan has a distinct style of dance. Traditional Taiwanese dance is a delicate form with many foot
movements. Modern dance in Taiwan has grown with the establishment of many successful dance
companies such as the Cloud Gate Dance Theatre, Taigu Tales Dance Theater, and Taipei Dance
Circle.

A simple visit to Taiwan will show you how you can find expressions of the country's varied art on
every street and lane, and in every region of Taiwan. Each shows its own unique local characteristics,
profoundly different yet centered on a common cultural core. This diversity is what makes Taiwanese
art so rich. The inclusive spirit of the Taiwanese culture will allow the artistic expression to continue to
grow and evolve.
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Street food has become wildly popular over the past few years, launching new vendors and Twitter
accounts by the dozens in cities like San Francisco, Los Angeles, New York, Portland and Austin. But
for residents of Taiwan, street food has always been a familiar mainstay of daily life and culture.
Residents and overseas tourists alike are drawn to the numerous local open-air markets that serve
food into the late hours of the night.
The Taiwanese night market is an openair bazaar that comes alive at night.
Every neighborhood has its own local
market or even multiple markets, with
vendors crammed into narrow alleyways
and into the nooks and passageways
between stores. The market opens at
night and fills with specialty food
vendors, becoming a hub for the city,
drawing residents in search of food,
shopping and a good time. It is not
unusual to see fusion items like softserve ice cream sold next to more
traditional specialty items such as oyster
omelets, stewed pork rice (lo-ba-bun), stinky tofu, Taiwanese spring rolls and beef stew noodle soup
(niu-rou-mian) and pearl milk tea.
It is also common to see vendors doing brisk business in apparel and shoe sales, offering affordable
fashion to those who know how to bargain well. Children as well can appreciate the carnival
atmosphere of the night market, where there are games to be played and prizes to be won. One
popular game invites children to try their luck with a paper net at a wading pool full of goldfish. The
child who manages to catch a fish without breaking the net gets to take home a new pet, the caught
goldfish in a plastic bag of water.
From northern to southern Taiwan, there are many well-known, unique night markets: Keelung
Miaokou night market, Shilin night market and Kaohsiung Liuhe night market are just a few that have
come to represent the best of what to see and eat in the region. Because of the special historical
background of Taiwan, in addition to authentic Taiwanese food, there is a diversity of Chinese food and
fusion of international food in most of restaurants in Taiwan. The night markets offer the opportunity
to try a variety of dishes as well as a glimpse into the evolution of Taiwanese cuisine.
Continued on next page...
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For those who long for the taste of Taiwan,
here is a simple recipe for stewed eggs.
These flavorful eggs can be served with rice
as a meal or served as snack, much like the
tea eggs you can buy at 7-11 convenience
stores throughout Taiwan.

Ingredients:
 24 hard-boiled eggs, peeled
 Water
 1 cup soy sauce
 2 Tbsp sugar
 3-4 Tbsp sesame oil to taste

Instructions:
1. Put the eggs into a large cooking pot and add enough water to the pot to cover all of the eggs.
2. Add soy sauce, sugar and sesame oil to water and stir.
3. Cook the eggs over medium-low heat for 30 minutes.
4. Remove the pot from heat and let the eggs steep in the soy sauce-sugar mixture for one to two
hours.
5. Return the eggs to medium-low heat and repeat steps 3-4 until the eggs turn golden brown.

Tip: To give the eggs a more complex flavor, you can soak the prepared batch of eggs in a covered pot
of the sauce mixture overnight. The eggs will take on a smoky, salty-sweet flavor.

For more recipes and information about the food of Taiwan, please visit www.taiwanesecooking.com.
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It is hard to imagine a world without a computer, cell phone, or iPod.
When a magnitude 7.6 earthquake hit Taiwan on September 21, 1999,
more than 50% of the chip supply and 80% of the PC motherboard
supply globally were interrupted.
Despite its small geographic size, Taiwan ranks among the top ten U.S.
export markets and is the 16th largest economy in the world. The
economic development of Taiwan was rooted in agriculture and industrial sectors from 1952 through
1980. The focus of Taiwan’s economy then gradually moved from the industrial sector to the service
sector, with high-tech companies such as TSMC, Quanta, ASUS, Acer, and D-Link, leading the industrial
sector. The key to Taiwan’s ability to sustain international competitiveness is the development of
national science and technology capacities. Taiwan’s advantages have been demonstrated in these areas:
Global vision and global market oriented: After a successful transition from Original Equipment
Manufacturer (OEM) to Original Design Manufacturer (ODM), Taiwan is currently making great
progress in evolving itself and entering into the era of Original Brand Manufacturing (OBM). Such a
trend allows Taiwan to share more of its unique touch with global consumers.
The knowledge flow system: The rapid information and knowledge flow between private sectors
and academic research institutions benefit the technology evaluation and innovation in Taiwan. With a
79.3% penetration rate of computer and 71.7% of household Internet coverage, the result is a vibrant
development in web-based applications & e-commerce.
Education and R & D investment: The emphasis in education in the Taiwanese culture has created
a deep talent pool for research and development. In recent years, the focus has been on the following
six areas: Information and Communications; Electronics and Optoelectronics; Material, Chemical and
Nanotechnology; Medical device and biomedical; Mechanical and Systems; Green Energy and
Environment. And with national research organizations such as Industrial Technology Research Institute
(ITRI) to bridge academic research and product development, the investment in R&D has quickly
turned into commercial products, which create economic value in Taiwan and around the world.
Being a small island country with limited resources, Taiwanese people have become resilient,
resourceful, and hardworking. Such spirit will continue to allow Taiwan to be an important global
partner and contributor to the world economy.
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A New Chapter
The Taiwanese American community has seen tremendous growth in the United States since the
1960’s. After the Immigration and Naturalization Act of 1965 was established, which repealed the 1924
Exclusion Acts that had effectively closed off immigration from the East, the stage was set for
immigrants from Asia to come in equal numbers as from Europe. Taiwan was no exception as the first
wave of young immigrants sought new opportunities in North America during the late 60’s and early
70’s.
The First Wave
The initial wave of Taiwanese immigrants came as well-educated physicians, health professionals,
scientists and professors. Others came for graduate school education and to seek a better future for
their families. The “American Dream” was real and desired by many. During an era of martial law in
Taiwan (1949-1989), many of these early Taiwanese immigrants also sought refuge in America from the
numerous arrests and executions of the ruling Kuomingtang party’s “White Terror.” Political activists
also used this opportunity to promote Taiwanese independence, democracy, and reforms from
overseas.
Taiwanese immigrants settled in major metropolitan areas typically around new industrial centers or
cities where universities and graduate programs could be found. Early Taiwanese American
communities were concentrated in areas such as Monterey Park, CA outside of Los Angeles (earning it
the original moniker “Little Taipei”) and in Flushing, NY. They also settled in the suburbs of San Jose,
Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, St Louis, Houston, Kansas City, and Dallas. Unlike other Asian ethnic
communities that created ethnic enclaves such as Chinatowns or Koreatowns, most Taiwanese during
that time tended to be dispersed in suburban regions. Monterey Park, CA and Flushing, NY were the
exceptions where even today there are still significant numbers of recent immigrants of Taiwanese
heritage.
A Strong Network
The Taiwanese American community remained strong in its association. New immigrant families would
connect with the growing organizations that were established with the first immigrant communities. In
the 1970’s, The Taiwanese American Association was one of the first nationwide networks of locally
active chapters in most major metropolitan areas.
Other organizations serving varied interests would soon follow such as the North American Taiwanese
Professors Association (NATPA), the North American Taiwanese Medical Association (NATMA), the
Taiwanese American Citizens’ League, and the North American Taiwanese Women’s Association
(NATWA). Each of these organizations held local meetings, sponsored cultural events, and met at
national conferences.
Continued on next page...
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In addition to leveraging these vehicles to voice their support for democratic reform of an outdated
system that the Republic of China government had established on Taiwan since 1949, organizations
such as the Formosan Association for Public Affairs and the Formosa Foundation were formed to
support Taiwan on the political front and help establish its recognition on the international stage.
The Next Generation
As the community matured and immigration trends shifted and diversified over the following decades,
the Taiwanese American community witnessed new waves of immigrants. The San Francisco Bay area’s
Silicon Valley tech boom during the late 80’s and early 90’s drew more Taiwanese immigrants than ever
before. Furthermore, what was once a community hub concentrated mostly in Monterey Park started
to see an eastbound shift towards more suburban areas of Arcadia, Rosemead, San Gabriel, and
surrounding areas.
Organizations and infrastructure established during this period reflect the change in demographics and
a growing community that looked toward the future in America. Networks brought together by
various Taiwanese American groups from coast to coast reflected a generational shift and the diversity
within the community. In time, an emerging 2nd generation of Taiwanese Americans would begin to
establish themselves as new organizations were founded at the professional, collegiate and high school
levels. A whole host of other organizations would reflect the visions and dreams of the parent
organizations that spawned them.
From a Storied Past to a Promising Future
Taiwan continues to evolve from its decades-long history of one-party rule and a fearful martial law era
to a now vibrant young democracy, which has seen two peaceful transitions of power between the two
major political parties. Furthermore, the diversity of immigrants and those who declare themselves to
be “Taiwanese” has also broadened in recent decades. It is estimated that between 500,000 to one
million Taiwanese Americans reside in the United States, but this number is often undercounted due to
overlap with those identifying as also ethnically “Chinese.”
The future is promising as a new sense of Taiwanese American identity and pride emerges, and ideas
between generations are shared, molded, and transformed. Even as the young 3rd generation of
Americans of Taiwanese heritage is blossoming, the community still finds ways to connect with a new
demographic of bicultural Taiwanese 1st and 1.5 generation that come to settle in the United States.
As we move forward, one thing is for certain: Taiwanese America is a strong, proud, and growing
community with a story to tell.
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Chung-Cheng Junior Middle School Folk Sports Troupe
The performers are a group of folklore enthusiasts
from the coastal city of Keelung in Taiwan. Since
1975, they have been trying to establish rope skipping
and diabolo juggling teams in the hopes of preserving
traditional sports for future generations. During the
next few decades, the group has taught young people
the basic skills of rope skipping, diabolo juggling, and
top twirling, and shown them how to incorporate
these skills into sports, music, and dance. They have
fostered the study of these traditional sports, and
helped young people adapt their skills into
performances. These traditional sports can be played
in the park or performed on the stage. As the number
of participants rises, the dynamics change
considerably. Many young people enjoy practicing
these traditional sports in their free time.
This year the team put together a fantastic program,
including Martial Arts (威震天下), Diabolo Juggling (旋
轉乾坤), Treasure Island (美麗的寶島), Top Twirling
(陀螺千千轉), Rope Skipping (繩采飛揚), etc.

Taiwan Three Princes Rock
“Three Princes Rock” (or Taiwanese opera Nalakuvara
電音三太子) was rooted in the traditional Taiwanese
cultural art form of “Daisen puppets”, which represented
the image of gods and was displayed during the parade of
gods. Recently with the incorporation of electronic
music and hip pop elements into this art form, it has
become a popular subculture in the Taiwanese society,
and was featured in the 2009 World Games in Kaohsiung,
2009 Summer Deaflympics in Taipei, and 2010 Expo in
Shanghai.
We hope you enjoy the program and, through the performances, learn more about folklore, traditional
sports, and local culture in Taiwan.
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Johnny Hi-Fi
With multiple US and Asia tours under their belt, Johnny Hi-Fi's alternative rock
sound has captured fans all over the world. Over the last 10 years, the band has
made appearances on MTV, PBS, CBS, and in publications including Billboard
Magazine, Performer Magazine, the New York Times and the World Journal. In
2010, the band released their 7th CD titled "Love Sold Me Out", available on
iTunes, and CDBaby. For photos, music, videos and to connect with the band on
Facebook, Twitter and Myspace, visit www.JohnnyHi-Fi.com

Fremont Taiwan School
Fremont Taiwan School (FTS) was established in 2004 by a group of
dedicated parents whose goal was to create a friendly environment
for children to learn about Taiwan. FTS fosters interest and love
for Taiwan's culture in the students by teaching them the languages
of Taiwan, Taiwanese, Mandarin, and Hakka, as well as different
aspects of the culture, such as dance, and music. FTS also builds the
children's self-confidence and their sense of self identities. The
Fremont Taiwan School welcomes anyone who wants to expand
their knowledge about Taiwan. You can see these performances at
http://www.fremonttaiwanschool.org

Cynthia Lin
Drawing comparisons to Ella Fitzgerald and Joni Mitchell, San Francisco-based singer/
songwriter Cynthia Lin captivates audiences with a rich, outsized voice and witty, honest
storytelling. The uncommon blend of retro jazz with acoustic fingerstyle guitar and a
bluesy vocal delivery makes Cynthia's style unmistakable yet classic. Cynthia has
released three albums independently and toured nationally. On her latest album
Microscope (2010), Cynthia takes full artistic ownership in producing, arranging, and
recording the nine-song collection, as well as hand-printing the limited edition
letterpress packaging. A natural teacher, Cynthia also presents workshops to students
encouraging them to empower their voices and follow their passions. For more
information, please visit http://www.cynthialin.com
Philein Wang / ZiRu Productions
Philein Wang is a Taiwanese-American dancer, musician and poet who created a
highly stylized dance form for the Taiwanese body and identity: Tiger Hip Hop TM/
Tiger Motion. She has worked with and was a soloist with Janice Garrett, Ron
Brown, Winifred R. Harris, Liss Fain Dance and Taiwan's world-renowned
Cloudgate Dance Theater. In 2007, she founded Philein Wang/ZiRu Productions
and has self-produced and presented work in the Bay Area, Los Angeles, New
York, Shanghai, Beijing and Guangzhou. Fused with her own trademark Tiger Hip
Hop dance, Wang overlaps the varied palette of dance vignettes with
photography, artwork and live percussion. The collaborators are second
generation Taiwanese. They present their shared origins, the emerging feeling of American traditions and the tension and
loss surrounding life changes and the hardships associated with cultural assimilation. More info at: www.ziruproductions.com.

Continued on next page...
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Diana Li
Diana Li is honored to perform in this cultural tradition for the 4th
straight year, and she hopes the tradition continues! She has been
playing piano and singing since she was 5 and has never really stopped.
Currently she performs at weddings, restaurants, charity events, and
much more. She resides in Orange County and has a regular gig
playing the piano in the center of a piano bar at Seasons 52, a healthyfare gourmet restaurant that opened last summer - and she also gives
private piano lessons. In the past she has also performed at a Lakers
game, UCLA Spring Sing, and was offered a position on the Taiwanese
equivalent show to American Idol. She has been in musicals, sang in
jazz choir, an a cappella group, and gospel choir. She has a full length
CD out, a YouTube channel with almost 500,000 views:
www.youtube.com/shiowchi and a website: www.dianalimusic.com.

The Ritards
The Ritards is an all-male acapella group started in 2004 by Jason
Chou and Kevin Ju. The group, currently with 7 members, has
grown into a family of alumni and others. The group is a self run
group, scheduling their own rehearsals, arranging their own music,
and learning their own parts. Their genre is on a very wide
spectrum, ranging from Pop to R&B to Mandarin to Rock and many
more. The group performs at many various events such as benefit
concerts, school events, community service, community centers,
etc. You can find videos and updates on the YouTube and Facebook
pages. Striving for excellence in all aspects of performing, the
Ritards have one goal: to put a smile on your face. More info at:
www.theritards.com.

YTB (音濤榜)
YTB (音濤榜) is a local band whose musical style combines modern
rock idioms with traditional folk melodies. Versions of Taiwanese
pop music from the 1930s onwards constitute the main part of their
repertoire, though the band has begun writing original material
recently. 音濤榜 began in February 2010 as a project founded by
members of YoungTAITA, the young professional's support
organization of TAITA-SV to perform the post-banquet
entertainment of the 2010 TAITA-SV Annual Conference. The group
has continued since, expanding its repertoire and community scope.
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OPEN HEARTS.
OPEN MINDS.
OPEN DOORS.
東灣台灣基督教會
East Bay Formosan
United Methodist Church
1755 Sunnyvale Ave.
Walnut Creek, CA. 94596
牧師: 周宏毅
Rev. William Chou
(925)943-1925; (510)524-4843
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May Lee
All State Exclusive Agent
CA Insurance License #0B94646
355 W Olive Ave., Suite 213
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
408-731-2500
408-731-2503 (Fax)
1-888-255-7828
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現在旅遊台灣正是時候，台灣觀光局提供訪台旅客各種優惠：
1. 「四季好禮」專案：優惠自由行及自助旅遊者，只要是
購買到台灣的機票加飯店（僅購買機票非贈送對象），本
季贈送台北捷運儲值卡，先買先送，送完為止。
2.

「免費過境半日遊」：過境外國旅客，只要５人以上，
過境時間達８小時，免費送北台灣半日遊。

詳細旅遊資訊請參考www.go2taiwan.net.
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2011 Taiwanese American Cultural Festival Working Groups
Sponsoring Organizations:
Taiwanese American Federation of Northern California (TAFNC) [East Bay Taiwanese Association (EBTA), South East Bay
Taiwanese Association (SEBTA), Mid-Peninsula Taiwanese Association (MPTA), San Francisco Taiwanese Association
(SFTA) , Taiwanese Alliance for Interculture (TAI), North America Taiwanese Women's Association, N. Cal. Chapter
(NATWA, N. Cal), Senior Taiwanese Association of Northern California (STANC), Silicon Valley Taiwanese American
Association (SVTAA)]; Taiwanese American Professionals - San Francisco (TAP-SF)
Co-Sponsoring Organizations:
North America Taiwanese Engineering & Science Association (NATEA), Formosan Association for Public Affairs of
Northern California (FAPA), Taiwanese Hakka Association of Northern California, Taiwanese Collegiate Alumni
Association of Northern California (TCAA-NC), Taiwanese American Center of Northern California (TAC), Taiwanese
American Citizens League – Leading Youth Forward (TACL-LYF), TaiwaneseAmerican.org
Core Planning Committee*:
Chris Chang, Elly Chang, Jody Chang, Kuor-Hsin Chang, Mark Chang, Tom Chang, Yu-Chi Chang, Albert LC Chen, Amy
Chen, Donna Chen, Howard Chen, Danny Chen, Joe Chen, Muh-Fa Chen, Cheng-Chi Chen, Sandy Chen, Shu-Yuan Chen,
Yee-Chih Chen, Roll Jean (RJ) Cheng, William Cheng, Richard Chenglo, David Chien, Stella Chu, TK Chu, Charles Chung,
Lily Dong, Tony Dong, Jong Guo, Tammy Hong, Cheng Horng, Nancy Horng, Chen-Chi Hsiao, Frank Hsieh, Frank Hsu, Tse
-Huang Hsueh, Candice Huang, Patrick Huang, Tashiko Hwang, Hsing-Yi Jan, Yu-Fen Jan, Cheng-Yang Kao, Priscilla Kyu, Tina
Lai, Charles Lee, Hwalin Lee, Pauline Lee, Terry Lee, Yamei Lee, Yvonne Lee, Julie Lim, Tim Lim, Andy Lin, Pishun Lin, Helen
Liu, Robert Lo, Fu-mei Loh, Chi-Chen Mao, Gina Mao, Kimcheng Ong , Yaing Shen, Cossette Sun, Stanley Sun, Chen Tsai,
Din-Ching Tsai, HoChie Tsai, Pam Tsai, Bryan Tsen, Che-Lu Tseng, Jennifer Wang, Jin-Der Wang, Peggy Wang, Marshall
Wei, Mimi Wei, Terry Wei, Jennifer Wu, Tian Yang
Design Team (Booklet, Website, Marketing, Festival Bags, Festival T-Shirt, Video, Photo)*:
Chris Chang, Jody Chang, Alan Chen, Roll Jean (RJ) Cheng, Cheng Horng, Hsing-Yi Jan, Tim Kha, Edmond Lai, Hwalin Lee,
Ryan Lee, Marcus Lin, Gina Mao, Bryan Tsen, H. T. Tseng, Natalie Wang, Zed Wang

Diamond ($ 1,500 and above)
Cheng & Nancy Horng
Silver ($ 1,000 - $ 1,499)
Tom & Jody Chang, Pang Chiu, Carl M & Martha Lai, Hwalin Lee, Emil T. Lin, Tonix Corporation, David Weng
Bronze ($ 500 - $ 999)
Tu & Pi-Fang Chen, Charles & Nancy Chung, EBTA members, Tien-Mo Lim, Thian Hoo & Chai Lan Tan, Pam &
Chen Tsai, Che-Lu Tseng
Sponsor ($ 100 - $ 499)
Anonymous (Friends of Taiwan), Alice Chen, Hsiu Hsiung Chen, Kuo Yen Chen, Muh-Fa Chen, Sandy Chen,
Joe-Ming Cheng, Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund, Pering & Binnie Gou, Tse Huang Hsueh, Edward & Susan Huang,
Patrick & Shirley Huang, Grace Lee, Andrew Y Lee Memorial Foundation, Chi-Jun Liao, Rei-Shen Lin, Westland
Metal INC., James Yeh
* * Appreciate sponsorship from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Overseas Compatriot Affairs Commission and
the Tourism Bureau
(*) In alphabetical order based on last name
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